
Editing Levels Pricing Structure 

I want to help you become a bestseller. I am a thorough, experienced, and passionate editor of 
all genres, except erotica. Not a rubberstamper who exists to make you feel good about 
yourself but rather believe you have contacted me because you believe in your story and want it 
to be the best possible. I strive to give full value for my fee. References upon request. 
 

Product Service Fee 
First 3 
chapters 

Includes identifying/correcting (as appropriate): 
Grammar/punctuation/typos; misused words; plot 
problems; misplaced/lack of/inappropriate/too 
much/too little emotional reaction; too much/too 
little/missing/ irrelevant back story; repetition/ 
redundancy; pacing problems; inconsistent/weak 
characterization; and whatever else strikes me (see OCD 
Editing).  
Email edited manuscript in Track Changes. 
 

Free when 
evaluating for 
contract; 
otherwise, $75 

Entire 
Manuscript 

Thorough developmental edit. Includes identifying/ 
correcting (as appropriate): 
Grammar/punctuation/typos; misused words; plot 
problems; misplaced/lack of/inappropriate/too 
much/too little emotional reaction; too much/too 
little/missing/irrelevant back story; 
repetition/redundancy; pacing problems; 
inconsistent/weak characterization; and whatever else 
strikes me (see OCD Editing).  
Email edited manuscript in Track Changes. 
 

$10 per 1k words  
Examples:  
 30k=$300;    
 60k=$600;  

100k=$1,000 

Subsequent 
edits for 
revised 
manuscripts 

Edit of author’s entire revised manuscript.  
Email edited manuscript in Track Changes. 
 

$8 per 1k words 
Examples:  
  30k=$240;    
  60k=$480;   
100k=$800 

Copy Edit Final pass to ensure manuscript is error free, the best 
story it can be, and ready for publication. Includes:  
1) Correct typos and punctuation/grammar errors.  
2) Ensure consistency in spelling, use of ellipses and 
dashes, fonts, capitalization, etc., per author’s desired 
style sheet.  
3) Identify missing or misused words  
4) Ensure consistency of story elements  
5) If applicable, format per author’s desired standards 
and ensure manuscript is clean for self-publish upload  
6) Other errors not mentioned here but revealed during 
copy edit. 
 

$5 per 1k words 
Examples:  

 30k=$150; 
 60k=$300; 

  100k=$500 

Galley Read Proofread of finished manuscript to identify any minor 
issues with story. No editing at this stage.  
Email errata sheet for author to correct manuscript. 

Up to 30k=$50; 
          60k=$75; 

100k=$120; 
Over 100k=$150 

 


